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... .. - OFFICE .OP THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY -. . .

:Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, the Executive Secretary visited Cairo (United

Arab Republic) from 26 January to' 11 February for the'purpose of attending

the Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa held pursuant to General

Assembly Resolution 194Q(XVIII), Economic and Social Council Resolution

1030(c) (XXXVIl) and Economic Commission for Africa Resolution 144(VH).-'

Hhile at C^iro he presided over meetings of the Directors of Sub-

regional Offices of the Commission. The object of these meetings was to

permit exchange of views on the general policy of the Secretariats on.

methods of approach for more intensive sub-regional co-operations and the

action expected of the officers and directory.

On 3 March he left Addis Ababa for the United Kingdom where he

.attended .a Seminar, on Aid Development.at Oxford University. This: Seminar

was sponsored bj .the United Kingdom- Ministry of Overseas Development,

From':Londbns he went to Accra in response to a request''from the

Katio'nal Liberation'Council, and with the approval of the Secretary-General.,

for-discussions on economic measures and possible financial assistance

to the new regime. ■ ■ ":• ' ' ■■ ...:.■. ■ ,

Hs returned to Addis Ababa 15 Miroh and after a brief stay., he

travelled on 18 ll..rch to Hew lork and fesidn^ton D.C., via Rome, where he

held preliminary discussions on collaboration between the FAO s.nd EGA.

At How York and Washington, he had further discussions with United Nations

officials'and United States-State Department officials on aid to Ghana.

He returned to Addis Ababa on 28-March,

Mr. F.i. IT'Liba l^'Guimbousj the Deputy Executive Secretary returned

from home leave on 18 March.

During the first quarter of 1966, Mr* A.F-. Ewing, Special Adviser

to the Executive Secretary, visited the six countries of the Central

Africa Sub-region for the second time to collect reactions and final

comments of the Governments on the Report of the ECA Mission on Economic

Co-operation in Central Africa (B/CH.14/L.32O) and to prepare for the

1/ See "Report of the Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa?"
Cairo, 27 J-.-.-.»uarj - ^ February I966 (s/CK.14/347).
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Sub-regional Meeting-^on 'Economic Co-operation in Central Africa to- be

held in Brazzaville, from. 18-23 Ay;ril. On his return to Addis Ababa he

revised the.Report which served as the basic discussion paper for the

Brazzaville. Meeting..

He .participated in "the Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa

at Cairo, ■ ■ ■ ■ •■.■..-/■■

On 3 January Mr. A. Sylla,' the Secretary, of the Commission and

Special Assistant to the Executive Secretary left Addis Ababa on a

3-week mission to the countries of the West African' Sub-region in connexion

with the Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa, H« travelled to

Caiip on 25 January to attend the Symposium, and returned to Addis Ababa

on £j February. .

i The Secretary of the ■ Commission supervised the over-all administrative

arrangements for the Conference of Governors of Central African Banks

held at Addis Ababa from .15-22. February. ■ Ee co-ordinated with the OAU

the administrative arrangements for the ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on Telecom

munications in Africa .(.7-12 March) and the Joint Meeting of ECA Working

Part} on Intra-African Trade and OAU ad hoc Committee of Fourteen on Trade

and Development (28 March - 2 April), and met with several Ministers and

officials to these meetings in order to discuss the ECA tfoi-k Programme and

their individual 'country plans' for the development of telecommunications

and trade. Ha also attended many of the sessions of the meetings,

. Th.e Secretary of. the Commission held discussions with Mr. Bernard

Mas? of the French Ministry.of Technical Co-operation, on the final

arrangements concerning the four experts to be supplied bj the French

Government under bilateral technical assistance to prepare papers for

the Sub-regional Meeting on Economic Co-operation in Uest Africa to be

held, at Hiamej later, in the ;y©ar. j'



JOINT ECA/FAO AGRICULTORE DIVISION

Mr. Vadie Habashi, Director of Agriculture of the Sudan since 1955s

was appointed FAQ Head of the EGA/FAQ Joint Agriculture Division as of

1 March. Mr. Habashi spent three weeks at FAO Headquarters in Some and

arrived in Addis Ababa on 26 March. Mr. J.H. Dalton, Acting Head since

March 1965 will be Deputy Head of the Division.

Mr. Risto Eklund3 FAO Regional Forestry Officer for East Africa

and Mr. Ludwig Hagoda, Associate Officer? attached to the Joint Division

since 1964, finished their assignments in Addis Ababa in February and

March respectively. Work on the subject of Forest Industries will be

continued in I966 by Mr. H. Luhr, FAO member of the BCA/FAO Joint Forest

Industries Advisory Group. Mir. Luhr arrived in January I966.

Ato Haile Selassie Bela^, recently Associate Dean of the Haile

Selassie I University, Faculty of Agricultures joined the Division on

16 March.

Effective 1 February, two staff members have been assigned for three

months to the ECA North Africa Sub-regional Office to work on questions

of demand and supply of industrial crops and on food supply problems for

the Maghreb Standing Consultative Committee in economic co-operation.

The FAO Land Tenure and Settlement Officer travelled in East Africa

to confer with Governments on their participation in the TM/FAO World Land

Tenure Conference to be held in Rome? during June/July 1966.

The FAO Regional Agricultural Engineering officer visited Kenya,

Tanzania, Malawi, Urj^nda and the Sudan to advise these governments 011

agricultural processing.

The FAO Rural Institutions Officer for Agricultural Organization

and Administration conferred with SAO officials in Rome on the organization

and co-ordination of agricultural research. Two papers were prepared on

research and training for an FAO/ECA Conference on Organization and

Administration of Agricultural Services. The conference which was

scheduled to be held at Conakry (Guinea) in April, has been postponed

until I967.
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The FAO Rural Institutions Officer for Credit, Co-operatives and

Extension helped with the preparation for the All-ltfigeria Conference

on Co—operatives to "be held from 11 - 17 A/.-ril' 1966. He also attended

the second general session of the Afro-r-Asian Rural Reconstruction

Organization in Ba.iro"bi from 16 - 26 January.

Having completed an.inquiry into the planning of World .Food

Programme projects for Ethiopia, the FAO Marketing Officer spent most

of the quarter under review in Rome working on marketing implications

of the World Indicative Plan for Agriculture.

■Tiork.has continued on inventories of agricultural development

schemes in Africa^ the economics of irrigation schemes in Bast Africa!

meat supply in li'est Africa5 and food supply problems in. each, of the

four sub-regions.

Agricultural Economics.Bulletin for Africa No, 7 was issued in

February I966.



RESEARCH DIVISION , -

Economic Surveys and Planning and Policies Sections

In the first quarter of 19665 the Economic Surveys Sections

jointly with the Planning and Policies Section, continued their work.,

on various parts of the Economic Survey of Africa and on the Economic

Bulletin for Africa, Volume 6.

The Surveys of West and South Africa have "been completed and

submitted to the printers. They should be available for sale in the

thisfd quarter of 1966.

Work on the East Africa Survey has been progressing according to

schedule. The Planning and Policies Section has been working on Part II

of the Survey, and the analysis of several current development plans

in the East Africa sub-region have been completed. The Surveys Section

continued its work on Part I of the Survey,

The preparatory work on the forthcoming issue of the Economic

Bulletin.for Africa, Volume 6, Part 1 has almost been, completed by the

Surveys Section. This issue will contain an analysis of foreign trade

in Africa? a discussion of primary commodities that pla^ major roles in

African economies? ands a detailed review of economic development in

37 African countries during 1964. An article? presented \>y the Statistics

Division^ discussing the relationships between various elements of the

GDP in:se'veral African countries^ will also be' included.

■ y,.
A paper on Economic Co-operation in Africa.will.be presented in

Part 2 of Volume 6 of the Bulletin3 which will be published in the late

summer :;of I966, The second part of Volume. 6 will also contain other

articles Si&ealing with various aspects of economic co-operation and

integration, and an article discussing the input—output co-efficients

in-African1: agriculture.
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The Sconomic Surveys Section.and the Planning and Policies Section

participated in a Seminar sponsored, bj the German Foundation for

Developing Countries, which took place- in Africa Hall in'February. "" The

subject of the Seminar dealt:with financing of development plans. The

Surveys and Planning Sections of the Commission presented the folio-wing

papers for discussion: _ ,

"Financing of Development Plans from Domestic and Foreign

Sources"?

"Fiscal Policy as an Instrument of Economic Development"g

"Different Sources of Financing Different Tapes'of Projects";

. ■ ' . -''Preparation and Execution of Development Projects'^ and

. :; ■.. '. , "Capital Aid Policy in-'Africa for Harmonized Comprehensive'

. . ., Industrial Development".

The 'following papers,' presented 03 the German Foundation for

Developing Countries, were also discusseds

"The Problems of Priorities and Development Plans"!

"Formation of Capital? Fre-condition and Consequence of

Economic Development'^ and

"Debt'Servicing and its consequences".

After one week of discussions, the participants in the Seminar,

accompanied by members of the staff of the Surveys Section, visited ... .

Ken^a and Uganda. The purpose of this visit was to acquaint the parti

cipants with various economic and social projects in these two countries,

and to provide an opportunity to discuss development policies with

government officials. In Kc^ya, the Mwea Ivri^ation Settlement Scheme,

the Langata Housing Scheme, and the Gatukuya Coffee Growers Co-operative

were visited. ; In Uganda, a visit with the officials of'the Uganda"

Development Corporation was arranged, and several industrial and agri

cultural projects sponsored bj the Uganda Development Corporation were

inspected.
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Social Development Section

Main Activities /-■ Summary

During the quarter the Section finalized and issued the Report of

a Mission for the Study of problems and Prospects.in Rural Development,

of Mali, ISTiger and Upper Volta (e/CN.14/SWC:d/29)s the Report of the

for Social Wvjrk Educators in Africa (B/G]J.i4/SWTA/42/Hev.l)j

monograph. Social Reconstruction in the NewlyIndependent Countries

of Egret Africa (Sales No.66;II.K5)$ and the Policy Statement on "Youth.

It also considered a first draft of the monograph, Guiding Principles of

Rural Life and Institutions? carried out missions to countries of West

and East Africa:; and assisted -with "briefings of visitors.

Mission to West Africa

In response to country requests the Regional Adviser on General

Social Welfare made visits in January to Ssr^al? Mauritania, 'Mali and

tipper "Volta. There he advised on documentation and national programmes.

In addition"he studied the possibilities of inter-African co-operation

and international assistance. Similar "but more detailed services, were

given in Higer. ' . ■.-.-

Afro-Asian Rural Reconstruction Conference (AARRO) in Nairobi (K^nya)

At this Conference (17 to 26 January) the Section was represented

by the Regional Adviser on Rural Life and Institutions. In his report

he recommended closer collaboration between AARRO and ECA.

Mission to Tanzania, 27 January to 4 February

This mission undertaken by the Regional Adviser on Rural Life and

Institutions had as objectives further discussions with the Government

concerning the Training Centre at Tengeru with a view., (a) to obtain

increased technical assistance for the project and (b) to holdi at the

Centre3 in 1967s a Seminar on Housing and a Workshop on Community

Development.



Visit to Uganda and Kenya

From 1 to 12 "February, the Chief of the Section made-a visit to

these two East African- countries. This he did as a.member of the

Seminar promoted "by the German. Foundation for Developing Countries:. ■■;

and -the ECA to study the financing, of development plans and projects..

Briefings . " " ■

The Section assisted in the briefing programmes of Mr. Dennis Frost3

m Community Development Expert, of Swaziland 3.. Dr. Francis Manis rTM . ;.

Social IFork draining Expert to Kenya5 and in the debriefing of Mr. Rolf

Haslum, W Expert (0 and ML) to East African Common Services Organisation

(Ken^a* U-coUa and Tanzania), and Mr. E.H. Thomesen, Housing Expert of

Malawi.

Visitors

.Prominent among visitors weres Mr. Eli Nevo of the Secretariat of

ITS, Tfashingtons Mr. .Mare Veillet-Lavale of IFAP,_-Paris§ Mr. Herbert .Hook

of ILOj Addis Aba"ba^ M±rs. .3. Half-dan ffielsen and Miss Birthe Jerisen,

educationists of Denmarkj and Mr. Donald Hansen3 Inter-Regional Adviser

on Low-Cost Housings ^ Headquarters, New "iork.



Public Administration Section

Training : ■ . ■ .

An administrative report was prepared on the Course in Personnel

Administration for Central and Local Authorities in English-speaking

African Countries held in Addis Ababa from 22 November to 3 December

1965, and work was started on preparing an Information Booklet based

on the Course.

Planning and preparation commenced for the Orientation Seminar in

Organisation and Methods for French-speaking African Countries! the

Seminar on Local Government Finance for English-speaking Countries3 and,

the Seminar on Personnel Administration for Central and Local Authorities

in French-speaking African Countries, all to be held in the second half

of 1966,

The English-language.Manual of Organisation and Methods Practices,

prepared as a. result .of the .Training Course on ■■ Organisation and Methods

for English-speaking countries held in Addis Ababa in October/November

19649. was revised and expanded, and the French translation was well

advanced for the Orientation Course in 0 & M.

Visits and Advisor;, Services

The following visits were undertaken? in the course of which

advisory services were given?

Mr. I.s. Fraser, Senior Public Administration Adviser and Section Chiefs

Gha"a, (a) to attend a Conference on Research and Consultancy

24 Jan,- in Public Administration in Africa, A paper was
3 Feb.

presented ons "The Inter-Relation of Research,

Consultation and Training in an Institute of

Public Administration"^

(b) for discussions with departments of government to

explain the ECA public administration programmes

(c) to find out the areas of the country's programme

which cause difficulty and require assistance? and,

(d) to obtain information about the various aspects of

public administration in the country.
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Sierra Leone ■ ■ . ... ' ... ■. :. .

4-10 Feb. For discussions with departments•of government to

Guinea . explain the ECA public administration programme,

12-16 Feb. "fco fin(i ou't the area.s of.the country's programme

which cause difficulties and require assistance

and to obtain information about various aspects

of public administration in the country.

To attend a Seainar on "The Co-ordination of

Departments of Central Government concerned with

: Economic Matters" organized by CAFEAD. A paper

was presented on "The Administrative Framework

for Economic Development in Ethiopia",

Paris9 France

22-24 Feb.J To explain the public administration programme of

Tangier

^Morocco)

18-22 Feb.

) EGA to the Governments of France and Belgium, the

) German Foundation for Developing Countries, OECD and

) EEC and to discuss possible co-operation in the

Brussels,

Belgium

25 Feb.

Berlin,

Germany ) field of public administration including, in
26 Feb. 3 Mar.

particular^ assistance with ECA projects,

Mr, J.A. Green, Public Administration Adviser (Local Government):

Sudan

31 Jan. to

■16 Feb.
At the request of the Government to oarrj out a

survey of finances of regional and local authorities

and to prepare guidelines for the DH local government

finance expert who is being recruited as a member of

the m Budgetary and Government Accounting Team.

A paper was prepared for the Sudan Institute of

Public Administration on "Local Government Personnel

Systems; integrated, unified or independent".
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Liberia

Gambia

Senegal -' ■'

23 Feb. to

5 March

For .discussions with various Departments of State

and the Special Commission on Government Operation

(SCOGO) to explain the. EGA public administration

programme 3 -find out the areas of the countryTs

programme which cause difficulty and require

assistance9 and to obtain information about the

various aspects, of public administration, in. the

country.

21-22 Feb. For discussions regarding Civil Service re-organization.

For discussions' with departments of government? to

explain the ECA public administration programme, to

find..out..the areas of the country's programme which

.cause difficulties and require'assistance, and'to

obtain information about the various aspects of

public administration in the country. . ., .

To .attend meetings of- the Executive and Training

. Committees of the Union of Africans-Local Authorities -

A paper was submitted on co-operation and collaboration

.between SCA and UALA.

Mr. H. Hindle5 Public Administration Adviser (0 & M) . >,_,

.Sierra Leone

5-15 Iferch
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Somalia

28 Jan -

21 Feb ..

At the request, of the government to discuss problems

relating to re-organization and re-establishment of

the Somali Civil Service. Mr. Hindle delivered a

lecture on Management Controls to Senior officers.

22 Feb -

4 Ma,rch

Burundi

5 March -

12 March

Tanzania

At the request of the government to discuss arran

gements for a seminar on Administrative Improvement^

to explain the BCA Public Administration programme^

to follow-up on Kenya participation in ECA Project 99s

Supply Management Improvement. The Adviser visited

EACSO to discuss 0 & M problems? and activities with

the UN 0 & M

At the request of the Government/ to explain the ECA

Public Administration Programme and to. obtain infor

mation about Public Administration in Burundi.

13-19 Mar. To explain the SCA Public Administration Programme and

to obtain information about Public Administration in

Tanzania? to deliver two lectures to participants in the

EACSC Staff College Course on .MaK^ement Controls and

Organization and Administrative Improvement.

20 March At the request of the General Manager, Bast African
to 1 April .

Railways and Harbours, to conduct a preliminary survey

, of the organization, management and administration of

iSAR & H.

Documentation

Two working papers were prepared for the Working Party

on Manpower and Training.
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Briefing

Three United Nations country experts were briefed or debriefed.

The public administration programme of the EGA was explained

and problems discussed.with, an American expert in Basutolandj a

representative of the Swedish International Co-operation Office and

two representatives .of TJSAID. ' ' '
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INDUSTRY DIVISIOH \ ,-

Industry . . ■ ■ . ■ ..--.. . - ■■ ■-.-.■.■'■"■..■.

A Regional Symposium on Industrial Development in Africa was held

in Cairo jointly with the. United Hations Centre.for-Industrial Develop

ment, from .27 .January to 10 February 1966. It. was attended "by-26

member and associate member countries', several United Nations specia

lized and operating agencies, other inter-governmental organizations,

and a number of individual experts in the fields of industry and research,

The Symposium, inter alia, reviewed the activities of ECA in the

field of industrial development^ endorsed the current and future pro

gramme of the Division in this field, in particular, the conclusions and

recommendations of the Lusaka conferences preparatory work for the

Central, West and JTorth African sub-regional meetings^ and, also the

proposed stud^ of inter-industry balance for the African continent.

The ECA and other agencies of the United Nations were urged to

expedite the feasibility studies on national, multi-national and sub-

regional projects which, it is hoped, would lead to construction studies

and actual capital investment.

The report of the Symposium (E/GK.14/347 - E/dT.14/AS/vi/7) is

being circulated to all African governments. Copies have been sent to

the Centre for Industrial Development for distribution to participants

in the forthcoming meeting of the Committee for Industrial Development.

The Division has participated in the preparation of the document,

"Report of the iDCA Mission on Economic Co-op-eration in Central Africa"

(E/cir.14/1,.320), for the Sub-regional Meeting on Economic Co-operation
xn Central Africa, to be held in Brazzaville from 18 to 23 Aprils and

also in the drawing up of a programme of future activities in the sub-

region, which will be mainly feasibility and pre-investment studies with

the assistance of the UK Development Programme and industrialized coun

tries under the bilateral technical assistance programme. Groundwork

is also being laid for the study of the inter-industry balance of the

Central African sub-region which will be undertaken by experts from the

Division and specialists from the University of Lovanium.
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. Preparations-.are under ■ waj for the Sub-regional meeting on Economic

Co-operation in West Africa,-to be held in Niamey in October. Tn

addition to pre-feasibility- studies in practically all branches of

major industries (some 30 in-all)," the Division is preparing a 15-year

programme of industrial development (inter-industry balance) for West

Africa, and a phased two to "three-jeer programme "beginning with immediate

import substitution possibilities.

A meeting of the Maghreb countries will be held 20-27 June I966 and

various members of the Division, co-operating with members of the Tangier

Office are preparing for this meeting. Discussions are.now going on

between, the Sub-regional Office in Tangier and the Division concerning

the study on inter-industry balance for all the £Torth African countries.

It is hoped that a team will be formed about September this year to

undertake this work. ' ' •

The Industry Division, in co-operation with the Division of Economic

Co-operation, has finalized preparations for the first meeting of the

Interim Council of Ministers of Sas't Africa to be Held from 2 - 4 Jfoj.

A special mission on small-scale industries has been sent to West

Africa to identify projects which are feasible for immediate action,

and to assist each of the member countries in drawing up a small-scale

industries programme and obtain the.necessary finance for investment.from
U3ST sources arid developed countries.

The Division has prepared three technical documents for the second

meeting of the Interim Expert Committee on Iron and Steel in West Africa

to be;held in' Freetown, 15 to 22 April, and a specialist will be sent to

assist the secretariat of the Committee.

Housing

For the Sub-regional Meeting on Economic Co-operation in West Africa

to be held at Mamey in October 1966, work has commenced on a paper

entitled, "Housing Poll03 and Programming for West African Sub-?Legion,

±n Relation to Industrialization, for the ffext Decade". The intention '
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is to request governments to- accept a housing policy to deal with long

,and short term-measures so that the present rate of house building in

African countries can "be improved. The policy on a long-term "basis will

emphasize the importance of the organisation and productivity of the

building materials and constructions industries, together with training

at all levels in the field of house building,, particularly for inter

mediate supervisors. On the short-term basis,- the policy will propose

centralized arrangements for housing under a national agency or national

housing authority so as to eliminate waste as far as possible in the use

of money and personnel. It will also propose emphasis on an increased

use of the aided self-help housing.method.whereby technical.supervision

and bulk supply of materials on individual repayment basis would-be

provided by the national agency, thus enabling a larger number of houses

to be built with relatively small sums of money#

Initial preparations have been put in hand for the establishment of

sub-regional housing centres in the Eastern and Western African sub-regions.

work has been continued on collection of information and analysis in

regard to the construction industry itself, including housing, particularly

in the West African sub-region. General conditions in the industry,,

construction practices, building costs of major components, together with

trends in the industry, and investments and demands have been written

into a paper which'will be submitted to the Niamey Meeting.

A paper dealing specifically with the increased use of stabilization

ponJ.s for the disposal of foul sewage has been written and circulaied. for

comment. , This paper will also be presented to a v-orking Group of Experts

on house building' costs due to meet in the first half of 1967. .

Collection of data on house building costs has continued and this

will be intensified during the preparations for the Working Group of

Experts8 " ' ■ ' ■ ■

A stud^ of the structure of organizations responsible for physical

planning in African countries has been' tackled from the point of view of

increasing urbanization taking place in African countries, and with



particular reference to the increased rate of urbanization "being caused

by industrialization. Effects on national, regional and local physical

planning have "been taken into account.
F . .....

. Arrangements are "being made on a "bilateral "basis with the Netherlands

Government to assist in assembling and publishing in documented form

information on buildingj housing and physical planning at present avail

able, in different institutes in the East African sub-region.

The important aspect of training at all levels, specially at the

intermediate supervisory levels., has been taken up with the 1X0 and UNESCO,

It is hoped that both these agencies and WHO will participate by way of

providing lecturers and documentation for the technical assistance projects

under preparation for early 1967 and 1968, Negotiations are in hand for

the provision of bilateral assistance in the preparation of a first draft

of a-"basic Manual''for Housing Administrators for which it will "be neces

sary to obtain contributions from expert's belonging to the various pro

fessions in the field of housing, building and physical planning.
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■. ■ NATURAL RESOURCES MD TRANSPORT DIVISION.

Natural Resources Section

The Natural .-Resources Section together with other staff members of

the Secretariat and representatives of Specialized Agencies, organized

and participated in the Meeting of the African Regional Group of the

'Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and"Technology to the

developing countries. The raeeting3 which was held in Addis Ababa from

5 to 10 January, -ma.de recommendations covering five broad .areas namely

agriculture3 education, transport, health and population and proposed ■

projects for inclusion "in the 5-year plan for science and technology.

Resources Unit

The report on the Proposed Hater Resources Development Institute fox

the East African Sub-region by the joint SCA/Hungarian. Mission, has been

revised and sent to the Hungarian Authorities. It is expected to be

circulated to the governments of the sub-region in A^ril.

The joint SCA/^MO report on "Deficiencies in H^drologic data in

Africa'' has "been revised and sent to TJMO for publication.

Tiie draft bibliography on the Nile Pdvt-r Basin has been circulated

and many comments were received. The draft was revised and will be published

and circulated in April.

Geology and Mining Unit

g this period consultative work was undertaken for the Ethiopian

Ministry of Mines. This included a field trip to the western part of the

country where.promising areas of mineral deposits were inspected. As a

result of this preliminary work, a Special Fund Project was drafted by

Mr. T. Murdock, UN" Expert with the assistance of the ECA Regional Adviser.

Comments were made on various reports of UN experts in mining and

geology as well as on the Coal Map of Africa which is being printed.
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• : .Detailed plans have ."been' submitted for the project' ''Manpower in

Geology and Mining".. .The Regional Adviser represented the Secretariat

at the Session of the Association of African Geological Surveys which. '

took place in Tunis? Tunisia- ■■■■■■ . ■ : .

Energy Unit "' ■ ' "' .-.■■■■■

Country papers on energy for all tfest African countries have been

completed and sent to the respective governments for revision and addi

tional information. The energy paper for the sub^regional meeting on

Economic Co-operation in tfossf Africa" has !>©en prepared in draft form..

The Regional Adviser on Energy, Mr. M. Dit.Uo left on a mission to

the countries of the Vest.African sub-_region on. February 21 and is expected

back in Addis-Ababa at the beginning.of Max,

Cartography Unit " ■ ' ■ ..>.;■.■ ..:;■.:■ ■■--' -■

A circular letter was sent on 16 February to?■member' -and- 'associate

member Governments, of SCA regarding the preparation of the Second United

Nations.Regional Cartographic Conference for-Africa and inviting their

qoametfts- on-a draft list of items to be included in the provisional agenda.

The- Conference is. scheduled to be held from 12 to 24 September 1966 In '

Tunis',, Tunisia. " . .

Appointment'_of Mr. Charly A^toun .. ..:•/■.._ ■■':. ; ■ ...-

Mr. Charlj Ant..un, Chartered Surveyor and ex-Director of the Sudan

Survey Department joined the Natural Resources and Transport Division on

1 March 1966. His duties include the preparation of studies pertaining

to the implementation of African Regional Projects in.surveying and mapping.

Missions, and

Dr. Te Lou Tchang, Regional Cartographic Adviser, returned on

1 February 1966, to Addis Ababa after a mission to Forth America where he

discussed with governmental services of Canada and USA the establishment

in Africa of regional centres for training in photogrammetr:, photo-

interpretation and airborne geophysical surveys and common centres for
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specialized services in surveying and mapping. Both Governments have

expressed support for the ECA projects. '

In pursuance of Hesolutidn 143(VIl) of the Commissions Mr. Max De

Henseler? visited the United Kingdom, France and Belgium "between 3 -29

March in connexion with the development of the Regional Map .Reference and

Bocumentation Centre.. The. main purpose of his visit was. to compile an

inventory of maps required for the Centre and to discuss wa^s and means

of obtaining them. The Government officials of the services concerned

were most helpful. . ■ .

Dr. Te Lou Tchang left Addis Ababa on 17 March on a mission to

Central and .East Africa to assist in the preparation for the Second United

Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa, scheduled for

September, I966 and other regional cartographic projects, such as the

seminar on basic cartographic services for resources development, the

pilot course on photogrammetrj, and studies on the establishment of

training centres in aerial surveys.

He will also assess the needs of individual countries for surveying

and mapping^ and assist interested governmental agencies in. carrying out

work related to the projects mentioned above. Dr. Tchang will supply-

detailed information on all EGA cartographic projects and assist the

technical services in examining specific problems and in particular

those concerned with technical assistance.

Transport Section

The Transport Section submitted a paper entitled "Industrialization -

Economic Co-operation and Transports A Hypothesis of viork in the Region .

of the Great African Lakes" (IJ/CI^H/as/iv/y) to the Symposium on Indus

trial Development in.Africa held in Cairo. After discussions at the

meetmgs the paper was sent to the governments concerned for further

consideration. .
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Following a joint request by the governments of Kenya.9 Uganda and

Tanzania to the UN Development Programme9 a team of experts which included

two members of the Transport Section visited Bast Africa for the purpose

of assisting.the governments in working out a programme for economic

co-operation, .

The Section designed a pattern of training to-meet the demands for

high level African transport personnel. A Note3 "The African Institute

of Transport"? has been prepared and circulated for comments. ' This note

is intended to assist the Head of the Division in his discussions during

his tour with appropriate officials in the United States and Europe.

Another project which ranks high in priority is the development of

maritime transport in the region- The Section is actively seeking to

engage the services of suitably qualified experts for work on the imple

mentation of the resolution of the Lusaka Conference.

Two members of the Transport Section left on a visit to 14 West

African countries on 21 March3 to explore the possibilities of setting up

a machinery for the co-ordination of transport development within the

over-all concept of economic co-operation in the Ifest African sub-region.

The work of the bilateral transport teams provided by the governments

of Belgium, France and Italy has continued during the quarter. The

Heport of the German bilateral team is expected to be received during

April.

Telecommunications Unit

The JilCA/OAU Joint Meeting on Telecommunications in Africa met at

Addis Ababa from 7-12 March. The purpose of this meeting was to s

(a) review the existing or planned national networks from the

viewpoint of potential needs rather than past traffic flow?

(b) determine a realistic programme of pre-investment studies,,

and a training programme required to ensure the success of

the operation of the networks^
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(o) draw up a programme of. training of all types of personnel) and

(d.) initiate negotiations for financing the scheme through the

African Development Bank.

The Meeting'noted that the Home and Dakar Plans were out of date

in that some African countries do not appear in these Plans and other

African countries have set -up circuits which do not appear in these

Plans. It therefore recommended that member States of OAUS until the

pan-African telecommunications network is established "before the.end

of 11966, should continue to set up links in accordance with the criteria

they have used heretofore. It further made recommendations on a pre-

investment study of the pan-African network^ the mobilization of domestic

and external financial resources for implementing projects? the studj of

the tariff structure in Africa^ the training of personnel? and the need

for co-operation between BCA? OAU and ITU,
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STATISTICS MID DEMOGRAPHY DIYISIOF

Training

Instruction is proceeding normally during the current, academic

year at the UK-sponsored statistical and demographic training centres.

At the Addis Ababa centre, staff members of the Division lectured during

the quarter on statistical computation^ statistical organisations labour

statistics and industrial statistics.

Regional Advisory Services

The Regional statistical advisers undertook the following missions

.outside their'dutA stations during the first quarter of 1966s

Algeria

Dahomey

Democratic

Republic of

Congo

Economic

Commission

for Africa

Ghana

Libya

Nigeria

Republic

of Congo

Senegal-

Publications1

Assistance in organizing the .population census

Assistance in field survey programme

Few project in public accounts analysis

Participation in Second Ifox-king Group on Census of

Population and Housing (two advisers)

Consultations on vital statistics and civil registration

Consultation on family budget survey

Participation in the First African Population Conference

(two advisers) Consultations on vital statistics and
civil registration.

Completion of. analysis related to mecanization of

public accounts . (travel and per diem paid by country-
programme)

Consultations on vital statistics and civil registration.

Three new issues of African Trade Statistics appeared during the

quarter. One No.. 7, was published for Series A, Direction of Trade3 and

the others Nos. 8 and 9? for Series Bs Trade by Commodity.



The findings of a survey of data processing facilities, conducted

during the latter half of 1965? were compiled and published in February

I966 under the title s A Siarve;,. of African Statistical Data Processing

Facilities (b/CN.14/CAS,5/l).

The first issue of Yearly Statistics of Industrial Production is

expected to be distributed shortly. Statistical Newsletter,-No* 20,

M.-irch. 19665 was distributed. .

Preparatory Work for Future Meetings . .

Invitations were sent out at the end of March to African countries

requesting nominations for the Ssrainar on Housing Statistics and Programmes

for Africa3 sponsored by the United Nations and the Government of Denmark

to be held in Copenhagen, 1-16 September I966.

DuriK,, the quarter^ infeymation was requested from African countries

for a report which will serve as a wroking document for a meeting on

national accounts at constant prices to be held in late 1966 at ECA

headquarters.

Expert Consultation on Higher Level Statistical Training in Africa

A small private group of high officials? arranged loy the Statistical

Office of UN Headquarters, met at Africa Ev/ll from 13-20 J.u^uary to discuss

prospects for higher level statistical training in Africa. A working

paper for the meeting was prepared by the Division summarizing existing

facilities in African countries. ■

Second forking Group on Censuses of Population and Housing

The lurking Group met at Addis Ababa from 22 February to 4 March/to

continue the formulation of an African programme to guide countries"of

the region in■ their participation in the I97O ■Clauses of Population and

Housing. The Wrking Group, taking note" of recommendations of the First

Working Group held in June 1965, and of the Fourth Conference of African

Statisticians? prepared a complete set of recommendations for censuses

both of population and housing and made proposals for means of assisting

countries to implement the suggested programme. These proposals gave

strong emphasis to training as an essential element of the 1970 census

programme.
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The meeting was attended "fay participants from 6 African countries,-

France5 the United Kingdoms ^h® United States,, specialised agencies and

the Uorth African Demographic Training Centre.

First African Population Conference . .

* . As noted in an earlier section5 the regional advisers for sample

surveys and demographic statistics and the Chief of the .Demographic

Section participated in .the First.African Population Conference held at

rbadan University, Nigeria? 3-7 January. The Conference noted -with

satisfaction the BCA project for the preparation of a.Directory of

African Demographers as well as the proposals for the creation of an

association of African statisticians and associated professional' journal.

It was felt that the scope of the Association and journal should "be wide

enough to include demographic and other interests.

Matrices of West African inter-regional and external trade by

commodity and also by country of origin/destination were prepared for

the Industry Division,

Demographic Activities

The study of recent Demographic Indicators for Africa has "been

revised for publication in the ECA Bulletin. Tfcw article deals with the

population^ its density and rate of growth, as well as the different

measures of fertility and mortality.

Preliminary work has been started on a study of the demographic

situation in West Africa for the Meeting on Economic Co-operation in the

West African Sub-region, to "be held in Niamey in October 1966.

Invitations have been issued to the North African countries for

nominations for fellowships for the fourth term of the North African .

Demographic Centre in Cairo, to be financed out of sub-regional funds.

Provisions for training and research facilities at the centre have also

been extended to the other English-speaking countries Of Africa. The

fellowships will be financed out of country projects.
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Official Travel

Mr. Arthur Mullier, Chief of the Statistics and Demography Division,

left in earlj March for Few lork Headquarters to be "briefed on general

matters concerning United Nations operating procedures.

ng Januaryj the Chief of the Demographic Section consulted

with the regional and international staff in Accra on demographic projects

being undertaken by the Central Bureau of Statistics and the' Institute

of Statistics, University of Ghana,

Arrivals and Departure of Staff

Mr. D.K. Ghansah, Demographer joined the Demographic Section on

16 February. Mr. Ghansah was previously Head of the Demographic and

Social Statistics Division in the Central Bureau of Statistics in Ghana,
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ECONOMIC. CO-OPERATIOH DIVISION

Technical Assistance Co-ordination Unit

Mr. Genaalo G. fertner, Regional Adviser in Fiscal Administration

, (Budgetary■ .Management and Control) assumed his duties during the period.

Recruitment action is -being taken for Regional Advisers in the-

following fieldss

- Development Policy (Agriculture)

- Social Welfare Training

- Housing

- Svvid.l-and Economic Development

- Transport.

Mr. Morelli, Regional-Adviser in Monetary Policy left ECA in

March .1966 after completion of his .assignment with ECA,

In conjunction with his home leave travel Mr. S. Quinton, Regional

Customs Adviser, visited Monrovia on oifioial business.

Field assignments carried out by Regional Advisers in the period
were as followss

- J.1 Mars Economic Surveys Lusaka

L- Gelineau Transport Nairobi

T.L. Tchang Cartography Gabon? Cameroon,

Chad, CAR3 Lagos,

: . . : " Kenya3 Tanzania5

Zambia3 Rwandas

Democratic Rep.

of Congo5 Rep. of

: Congo

A>: V6SSe Statistics Republic of Coago,
■■■'.. : Democratic Rep.

of Congo

R. Robson Indu^t-n ^ -, . «xnaustr^ Central African

countries, Ghana

J. : Woert Industry Algeria & ^.^

J. ;A. Qreer, Publio Administration Sudan, Liberia,

Senegal and Gambia
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H. Hindle

C. Scott

S.G. Quinton

M. Diallo

A. Carney

I.A.5?. Shannon

G. Martner

P. Galeazzi

N.M. Shukri

I.S1. Fraser

In additionj travel was

to attend the following BTAO

Miss K.M. Jupp

Public Administration

Statistics

Customs.

Natural Resources

Housing

Transport

Fiscal and Monetary

Industry-

Social Affairs

Natural Resources

Publics Administration

Somalia, Uganda,

Burundi3 Kenya and

Tanzania

Dahome j

Nigeriaj Liberia

Mauritania s Gambia;,

Senegal, Guinea,

Ivorj Coast and Mali.

Somalia

West African countries

Ghana

West African countries

Senegalj Mauritania^

Mali, Upper Volta

Guineaj Mauritania

s Sierra Leone3

Guineaj Morocco3 Paris

Brussels and Berlino

undertaken by Regional Advisers and experts

meeting and/or missionsr

Statistics

J. Ca-usse Statistics

K.M. Shukri

P. Sam

Natural Resources

Social Development

A. Thavarajah Demography

Ibadan (Nigeria) to

attend African Popu

lation Conference and

Consultation on demo

graphic field in Accra

and Dakar.

Algiers, (Algeria) to

attend Conference on

Population Census and

to Libya to take part

in meeting on Census

and Family Budget.

Tangiers (Morocco) to
attend meeting of

African Geologists.

Kairobi (Kenja) to

represent ECA at the

Afro-Asian Rural

Reconstruction

Conference

Addis Ababa(Ethiopia)
to take part in the

TJorking Group on

Censuses of Population

and Housing.



Twelve country expertss as well as Mr. G. Martner, Regional Adviser

in Fiscal Administration (Budgetary Mai^gement and Control) were briefed

at ECA before beginning their assignments, and one country expert was ■

de-briefed following the completion of his assignment* Aproximately 130

reports from country experts and Special Fund requests were received and

sent to substantive divisions for comments. Twelve quarterly reports

were submitted by Regional Advisers.

Training Section

A substantial part of the work of the Training Section during tb©

quarter was concerned with the co-ordination, evaluation and transmission

to prospective donor countries of requests from African Governments for

bilateral fellowships and scholarships on behalf of African trainees.

Follow-up action continued to be taken on these requests and on awards

communicated to the Secretariat.

In order to assist the Secretariat in its tasks of ensuring that

fellowship facilities available to member States are utilized for training

in fields most essential for national development, a memorandum on guiding

principles and policy for bilateral fellowship co-ordination was addressed

to the Resident Representatives of the United Hations Development Programme

in the Region, the Directors of the EGA Sub-Regional Offices and to all

Specialised Training Administrators in member States. The aim of this

memorandum was to indicate to all persons concerned with the transmission

of nominations the basis for the consideration of requests from member

States for bilateral fellowships and scholarships co-ordinated by the 3CA,

so that ..their co-operation in implementing the programme could be more

effective in-getting the right African trained. '"'

Invitations were despatched to both French-and English-speaking

member States -calling for the nomination of Africans to take advantage of

the training opportunities offered under the I966 Stud^ Tours Programme

of the Economic Commission for Surope? and for the fellowships offered to

member States through the J3CA by the Governments of Belgium and Poland for

the academic year I966/67.
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The fourth issue of the SCA Training Information Notice was

prepared and issued in Jar.uarj .to all member States and interested

institutions and organizations. A fifth issue of this Notice is under *

preparation, .

Studies on African manpower requirements and training needs have

continued,, A draft paper on the role of manpower and productivity in

economic development has "been prepared, and work on the trained manpower

requirements for accelerated development in the Uest African sub-region

was begun. These preparatory studies form part of the over-all.-prepa

ration for the meeting of the Working Partj-on Manpower and Training due

to take place later in the jear.

A summary account of the Commission's regular training activities

with regard to training courses*, seminars and advisory services will be

found in the report of the appropirate Divisions and Sections elsewhere

in this "bulletin.

Meetings ■ . ■

The' tenth meeting of the ECA Committee on Training was held on

4 March. The Committee reviewed progress on the work of the Section and

considered^ among other things, a draft memorandum on guiding principles

and- policy for the co-ordination of "bilateral fellowships and scholarships

referred to above, the preparation for the first meeting of the Working

P.*rty on Manpower and Trainings as well as the situation with regard to

requests by African Governments for bilateral assistance.

On 18 January 1966S some senior officials from the SCA Public

Administration and Training Sections met the Director and Deputy Director

of the Office of the ILO in Addis Ababa, and discussed the ECA proposal

for an African Institute of Management. The primarily technical discus

sion was held to clarify issues arising out of the proposal, as well as

to indicate the interests of the two Organizations in African management

development.
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Staff ■ -.....: ■ • .■■■■'

■ Mr. A. Varchaver,. who was Cllief of the Training Section from
. ■ ■ .

1 November I964 through 27 January 1966, completed his assignment with

the "3CA1 and returned to IM3SC0.. Action is being taken to secure

additional.professional staff for the Section.

Visitors ' ' ....

. The following important visitors were received during the quarters

•Mr. &,nis, Social Welfare Training Adviser to Kc»;a (14 January)*

The training of counterpart and other personnel in the field of

social welfare was discussedc

Prof. P.G. Clark, Williams College;, Massachusetts., USA (27 January).

Matters discussed included the scope of post-graduate courses in

economics at TSila, Harvard, Vanderbilt, Williams College and Pittsburgh*,

as well as fellowship possibilities for African trainees.

Mr. L^cu^e, Leader5 Belgian Central African Transport Study Team

v!5 February). ECA*s aims and objectives in promoting intra-African

economic co-operation on sub-regional and regional basis and the

role of transport and telecommunications networks in fostering

economic co-operation were discussed, The man-power and training

aspects of transport development were also stressed.

Mr. L.G. Eriksson, Deputy Director, International University Exchange

Fund of the International Students Conference, Leiden, Netherlands

(10 March). The training and ultimate employment of South African

refugees were discussed.

Dr. K.T, Chandy, Director, Indian Institute of Tfen^ement, Calcutta

(22 Mcrch). He explained the various training programmes of his

Institute to which African trainees could be admitted^ the value of

scholarships available to foreign studentss and the need to develop

a documents exchange programme with the BCA.
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Prof. Jaroslav Martinic, Reotor of the University of 17th November,

Prague, Prof. K.R. Cermak, of the University of Agricultures Brno

and Mr. Vaclar Maly, First Secretary, Embassy of Gsechoslovak

Socialist Republic, Addis Ababa (29 March). The post-graduate

training needs of African trainees in the field of forestry,, food

industriesj biological sciences, etc. were discussed. The need for

advance information on courses and the seeking out of fellowship

possibilities for participants from developing countries were also

stressed.
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TRADE, FISCAL AUD MONETARY DIY1S3OT

Trade Section

During the first quarter.of 1966, further work was undertaken on

the studies on Africa's trade with Western Europe; Asia and the centrally-

planned economies.

Most of the activities of the Trade Section during this period,

however? centred on preparations for the Joint Meeting of the EGA Working

Party on intra-African Trade and the GAIT ad hoc Committee of Fouyteoa on

Trade and Development. The meeting was held at A'ddis Ababa from 28 March

%o 2 April: I966. and was attended by fifteen member States of the Goiasaission,

a© umll «a fcj observer -from FAO3 GATT, IBEX) and Vt&CK&b (li/OH. 14/349).

substantive agenda items for discussion at this joint meeting

were a general review of activities in trade and customs5 relations of

African States with UHCTAD? and model convention for trade co-operation

in Africa.

Under the general review of activities? the Working Party focussed

its attention on four main subjects5 namely establishment of a common

customs nomenclature for all. African countries, based on the Brussels

Tariff Nomenclature§ simplification and standardization of trade documents!

promotion of transit trade? and training..and^&iaseminatiorL^of,-advice and

information on trade and customs matters.

Under the relations of African States with UHCTAD, Dr. Raul Prebisch,

the Secretary-General of UNCTAD, described the activities of the orga

nization since .the Geneva Conference3 identified the main problems relating

to the next Conference to be held in 1967? and stressed the paramount

importance of regional commissions in connexion with MCTAD's work.

Regarding the implementation of the recommendations of the first Conference,

the:importance of receiving the relevant information from-African govern

ments .relating to their experiences for the purpose of the Secretary-

General's annual report on trade and development, was stressed.

■ Subsequent discussion covered such subjects as preferences for the

manufactured products of developing countries in the markets of developed

countries, supplementary financing and financial matters in general, and
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commodity policies^ the problem of high freight rates was also mentioned.

Under the last substantive item of the agenda, some of the elements

to be included in model conventions for African sub-regions were discussed,

such as membership, trade liberalization, most-favoured-nation treatment,

safeguard clauses, transport and transit, rules of origin, common

external tariff, customs co-operation, industrial co-operation;, payments

arrangements," co-ordination of commercial policy and institutions.

Apart from these broader approaches to trade co-operation in Africa,

the Working Party also discussed the possibilities of expanding intra-

African trade in individual commodities. It was agreed that it was

desirable to find specifically African solutions to the problems of

developing African trade.

Documents and Studies Produced

E/CN.14/ViP.l/3/Corr.l and 2 General Review of Activities in Trade
and Customs

E/CH,14/v'P.l/4/Corr.l and T;-:,- Relevance of UFCTAD to Africa's
Addo! Trade■Problems.

j3/c*T.l4/UP.l/5 and Add.l k 2 Analysis of Questionnaire on Intra-
■■ Airican Trade.

Fiscal Section .

Staffing

Mr. ■ieisfelt, Regional Adviser, 'Fiscal Planning and Administration

left in Januarys Mr. Martner, Regional Adviser in Budgetary tajiagement

and Control assumed duty in February, and left Addis Ababa at the end of

March on an indefinite assignment to Accra, Ghana. Mr. Quinton, Regional

Customs Adviser, Accra, went on home leave at the beginning of March.

Studies - Public Debt (Project 83)

Owing to the shortage of staff it has not been possible.to start

the study. However, in order to assist in the preparation of documentation

for the sub-regional meeting on economic cooperation in Hest Africa, the

IBRD has been requested to provide information regarding the existing and

prospective position of West African countries in respect of their external

public debt commitments and service obligations.



Harmonization of national budgets with development -ft'lans . (Project.. 80)/.,.

Mr. Martn.er has drafted the following guides s

(a) Guidelines for the object classification of government "budgets

adapted to African countries (20 pages)

("b) Guidelines for the co-ordination of national budgets with

development plans (140 pages)

It is intended to use these drafts at the Budget Seminar.

Customs and Allied Matters .

Adoption of the BE& (Project 8l) ■ ■

In Malawi, Mr. Allen, Regional Customs Adviser has reached the

..;fiPa'1 sta&e.s i" transposition and final comments from the■ C;.GJG,Jj.n ..

Brussels are awaited. Close co-operation has been maintained with the

U.N. Statistical Office throughout this operation.. The Adviser concerned

has also placed a major part in the work of the Tariff Committee which has

had no less than 12 sessions devoted to a review of the actual rate ■

structure and the preparation of the draft Tariff Act.

In Ghana, Mr. Quinton's work culminated in the passing of a new

Tariff Act on 22 February. Besides introducing the new nomenclatures this

Act includes a number of dutj changes, some of which reflected the fruit

of his advice as a consultant to the reviewing committee. A feature of

the new Act is that the actual duty schedules and exemptions are no longer

part of the substantive parent legislation,* thus a new Act is no longer

required for ever}, individual dutj change.

In;Sierra Leone, a new Import and Export List, compiled with Mr. Quinton's

■help, came into effect on the 18'January 1966? but the introduction of the

BOSS" for customs purposes has been delayed partlj owing to printing diffi

culties and partly in anticipation of the recommendations of an IMF- expert

who is studying revenue problems.
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Customs Training (Project Up. 86)

Preparationss including the drafting of a provisional annotated

agenda, have been started for the Customs Study Group to be held for

English-speaking countries in Addis Ababa in December 1966. The main

emphasis will be on intensive training in the practical application of

the BTE. "■ " " . ■ ';

In association with the Austrian Government, a limited, number of

places have been offered to candidates from Bii^ish-speaking territories

to participate in a Customs Course to be held in ""Vienna'"in September 1966.

It is understood that Ethiopia and Malawi may take advantage of this

opportunity.

Promotion of transit.and frontier trade in vJest Africa (Project No.84/85)

Mr. Quinton has had useful exploratory discussions on this subject

with the Nigerian customs authorities. On his return from home leave in

Maa he will visit a number of other West African countries for the same

purpose.

Standardization and simplification of export Documents (Hew Project)

Following his initiative last year, the Executive Secretary addressed

a further circular letter to all member governments on this subject on

7 March transmitting a cop^ of the guide prepared on this subject ."bj the

Economic Commission for Europe.

, The Joint-Meeting of the EGA-Working Party on Intra-African Trade

and OAU ad hoc Committee of Fourteen on Trade and Development, referred

to above? strongly supported this project and recommended that:all member

governments should be invited to accepts within six, months., the principle

of standardization, ....

Monetary Section ■■■.■:.■.■. . ..- . ■ ■' ■ . "

Staffing - ■' ■■■■-..' ■ ;-

On the completion of the assignment of Mr. G. Mprelli, Regional

Adviser with SCA3 the Monetary Unit has since the end of January consisted

of one professional member.
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The Conference of Governors of African Central Banks (e/CN. I4/AMA./13)

was held in Addis Ababa between 15 and 22 Februarys and was attended by

36 delegates representing 16 African Central Banks. Among, the recommen

dations and conclusions of the meeting ares . ■

(i) the establishment of an Association of African Central Banks to

enhance regional co-operation in monetary and financial matters3

(xi) the organization of a Research Committee to explore the possi

bilities of establishing an African Monetary Research Centre}

(iii) the publication of a Regional Bulletin on monetary and financial

developments? to be initiated by the Research Committee and

eventually taken over by the proposed Research Centre;

(iv) the collaboration of E5CA? ADB and .IDSP in the organization of

an interim secretariat to undertake the preparatory work of the

Association^ and the establishment of the Research Committees

(v) exploration "bj the Executive Secretary of the possibilities of

establishing a multilateral clearing or payments'"agency between

. . ..neighbouring African1 countries.

Tiic need for pooling resources for training high level banking

technicians was noted and the Conference agreed that there was need for

some training of Central Bank staff in addition to existing local courses

arranged by some African Central Banks? and for mutual exchange of details

of the type of courses organized locally by these banks. It was agreed that

such courses should be -organized for periods not exceeding six weeks and

the Conference was invited to organize the first.course in Nigeria in 1968.

The Unit will serve as secretariat to the Association of African

Central Bankss including liaison with ADB and IDEP and between African

Central Banks, and the servicing of training programmes organized by

member "bankss in particular the training programme to "be offered by the

Central Bank of Nigeria in 1968. The work programme has been adjusted

accordingly.
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The immedia-fce task before "the Unit is. the drafting of. the Charter

of Association of African Central Banks, which will be circulated to

member countries for their consideration. The drafting exercise is now

in progress.

In view of the decisions taken by tide Meeting of the Governors of

African Central Banks? it is now deenied unnecessary to convene this

year a meeting of the Working Party on Monetary Management and Intra-

African Payments and member governments have been advised accordingly,

A new ad hoc project has been added to the work programme-of the

Unit, namely a stud^ of possibilities of monetary oo-operation between

the Democratic Republic of Congo and the member States of UDEAC.

The one continuing project in the work programme that has not yet

been started is No.74s Mobilization of domestic savings and their

direction into productive investments the role of financial institutions

in this process. The situation resulted from shortage of staff.

Documents and Studies Produced

1. E/CF. 14/AM/95 Training Facilities in Banking and

Finance with the African Hegioni

2. ///.14/TO.2/47 ) ^ ■ ^
. I4/AMA./12 ) African Payments Unioni . ■

3- E/CN.14/KP.2/4/Add.l )
E/CN•I4/AMA/12/Add.1 ) Examination of Objections to the African

Payments Unions

4. S/CK.14/STC/AMA/2/Rev.1 Survey of Monetary Institutions in Africa;

.5. E/CN.I4/AMA/8 A Note on Central Bank'Publications
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Central Africa

During the quarter under review the'Sub-regional Office has been

mainly occupied with the preparations for the Sub-regional Meeting on

Economic Co-operation in Central Africa which is to be held in Brazzaville

early in April, at the kind invitation of the President of the Republic

of the Congo. ■ ■ .. .. ■ ... .■■■.":..■

During the first quarter of this year, the main, preoccupation ...of the

Sub-regional Office for Eas't Africa was the launching of the proposed

Economic Community for Eastern Africa. It will be recalled that, at the

Lusaka Meeting (end of October/early November 1965) the participating

countries were enjoined to make known to the ECA Secretariat by the end

of February 1966 their reactions to the recommendations of the Conference.

The Meeting further, suggested that, should six of the Governments within

the sub-region signify their acceptance of the recommendations, then these

could conveniently constitute a quorum to enable the Community to be

launched.

Much of. the correspondence sent from this office to the Governments

in the sub-region during the period under review, stressed the need to

live up to the spirit of the Lu^ka Meeting and, by the end of February,

six countries - namely, Ethiopia, Keuya,. Malawi, Mauritius, Tanzania and

Zambia had. not only written to announce their acceptance of the recom

mendations, but also to give the names of the Ministers who will represent

them at the inaugural meeting of the Council of Ministers which will draw

up:the Treaty setting up the Community.

The stage is now set for the inaugural meeting, which is scheduled to

take place in Addis'Ababa from 2 to 4 Maj 1966. . A .draft ^eaty and a

provisional agenda have been sent to'the Governments concerned.
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UTorth Africa

As in previous quarters?, the staff of the Tangier Sub-regional Office

devoted itself during the first three months of I966 essentially to

implementing the headquarters programme and? in particular? to completing

the Horth Africa Surrey as well as the industrial? agricultural and

statistical studies assigned to it'lay the Maghreb economic institutions.

Activities of the Director

At the beginning of the quarter? the Director of the Sub-regional

Office contributed to a report drawn up for the Cairo Symposium on

Industrial Development in Africa. A^ain, on the occasion of the Con

ference of Ministers of Economic Affairs of the Maghreb, at Algiers? he

co-operated with Maghreb experts, at the beginning of February?.in drawing

ajp the statutes of the future Centre for Industrial Studies at Tripoli.

He briefed the agricultural mission composed of Mr. Sheira and

Mr. Shehata and organized the visits to the Maghreb countries by that

mission and the industrial mission led by Mr. Bulic.

Further^, he presented the agricultural mission to the representatives

of the Standing Consultative Committee of the Maghreb,, to the Resident

Representative? to FAO officials and to experts of the Sebou mission.

The Director is now supervising the drafting of the industrial

mission's report. .

At the beginning of February he attended a meeting of the Directors

of Sub-regional Offices at Cairo,, and there discussed matters relating to

the Office's activities with the Executive Secretary, heads of division

and those in charge of operational units who were present at the .Symposium

on Industrial Development. ""'■"

From 8 to 11 February? he attended the Conference of Ministers of

Economic Affairs of the Maghreb? at Algiers? and the meeting of the

Standing Consultative Committee of the Maghreb. He reported to those

two bodies on the work which 3CA and -the Tangier Office had carried out

for them? in the framework of the stud;) programme assigned to them. A

report on this mission was submitted to the Executive Secretary in due time.
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At the close.of the-Conference/ the Director of the Sub-regional

Office held,.talks with CAFEAD and with "Mr. Bertrand, Director of' the

Department ..of Social Sciences, Unesco, regarding a study to be carried

out by Mr. Rousseau and Mr. Audat of CAFRAD on the .administrative - ■,

operation and the budget of the Secretariat of the Standing Consultative

Committee of the Maghreb. / '

Furthers he entered into negotiations with the Chairman of the

Standing Consultative Committee of .the .Maghreb and with Mr. Gosse-, an

ILO expert at present stationed at the Tangier Office, regarding the

participation of that expert in a study on problems relating to manpower

, and.training in the Maghreb. ' The negotiations will be continued with the

Director-General of the ILO. ' ' ■ - '

On 21 February, the Director of the Sub-regional Office met Dr. Hoo3

Commissioner for Technical Assistance, with whom he discussed the

possibility of the Standing Consultative Committee of the Maghreb receiving

■direct United Nations.technical assistance. A memorandum was handed to
. Dr.. Hoo. , .-.-.. . ■

Acting within his role of providing liaison between ECA and the

Governments of the' six countries of the sub-region, the Director of the

Office-took a"number of steps to ensure the participation of those

countries in the Cairo Symposium on Industrial Development and in the

Conference of Governors cf i^rican Central Banks held at Addis Ababa at

the. end of February Ho also asked the .countries .concerned, on several

occasions, to nominate their representatives to the EGA working parties

set up during the Commission's seventh session.

Lastly, in the ,;Qaurse of. .routine contacts with the Moroccan autho-

rities and with the Chairman and Secretariat cf the Standing Consultative

Committee of the Maghreb, the Director of the.Sub-regional Office..carried
out some missions at Rabat during the first quarter.



In addition, he held,.a number of-meetings with the staff of the"

Sub-regional Office to prepare the meeting of the six countries of the

sub-region scheduled to he held at Tangier from 20 to 27 June.

Activities of Mr. Royer ■ ' " . ~

Mr. Rojer was seconded from the Tangier Sub-regional Office in

mid-January to participate-, on behalf of United Nations Headquarters, in

a mission,, the purpose of which was' to evaluate technical assistance to

Libya. In principle his mission should end on 31 March.

Activities of Mr. Libert

From-1 to 15 January, Mr. Lambert participated (with Mr.' Bulic and

Mr* Longchal, consultants) in the preparation of an industrial mission

to the Maghreb, with a view to establishing an inventory of the-productive

potentialities of the mechanical^ electrical, chemical and building

materials industries.

From 15 January..to 20 February, he took part in the above-mentioned

mission and visited Morocco, Algeria, Libya, and Tunisia to make contact

with the authorities in the four countries and visit undertakings in the.

industrial sectors with which the mission was concerned.

Luring his staj in Algeria he co-operated with the Expert Committee

of the Standing Consultative Committee of the Maghreb in establishing

draft statutes for the future Centre for Industrial Studies at Tripoli.

Prom 20 February to' 20- March9 he participated in drafting the report

of the industrial mission.

From 20 to 31 March, he co-operated with Mr. Oho11 and Mr. Causse in

drawing up a list of 300 industrial products in respect of which a "'

projection.will. b& made for all the Maghreb countries.

Activities of MrB Ficowski ' ,

During the quarter, Mr. Ficowski completed the last chapter

(Conclusions) of Part 2 of the North Africa Survey.
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He also prepared the final, "chapter of Part 3 of the Survey? entitled

"Strategy of Development"

Activities of Mr. Gholl

During the quarter, Ut, Gholl was engaged in work "upon the harmo

nization of Customs nomenclatures for products in- the four .liaghreb

countries (Chapters 1 - 75),

* - ' Ho i>repared "Demographic Projections for North Africa";for repro

duction-

Kft eo-operated with the agricultural mission composed of &r. ■ Sheira

and Mr* Shehatas agricultural economists from the BCA secretariat.

Lastly, he took an active part in preparing a ITortfc. African Sub-regional

meeting to "be held at Tangier from 20 to 27 June? and in drawing up a

list of industrial products in respect of which a projection will.be made

for all the Maghreb countries.

Activities of Mr.

From 1 to 17 January, Mr. Causse took part? at Tangier<, in the

preparation of .a draft nomenclature of economic activities for the Maghreb

countries., and in. discussions regarding the stud;; on,the demand for

industrial products (Volumes A-l and A-2 completed, Volumes B and.C in

draft form). . -

From 18 January to 20 February, he carried out a mission to Algiers

to prepare .the general population census and the forthcoming survey on

family budgets. _ ;

From 21 February to 4 March he visited Addis Ababa to attend'-the

meeting of the Second forking Group on the 1970 Censuses of Population and

Housing, ■

From 5 to 12 March, he carried out admission to Tripoli to discuss

the proposed national consumption stud^ in Libya, the first part of which

will relate to urban areas and be linked with the study of. employment*
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From; 13 £o-- J\ Mar;ch?.j he participateti at Tangier in drawing up the

list of products to "be studied for Volumes B and .C pf"; the|.study on., the

demand for industrial products in the Maghreb.

Activities of Mr. Cfo&lak

, the quarter,.. Mr.. Chalak continued his mission to the

Moroccan Government, at Rabat.

Activities of Mr, Ben Amor

Mr. Ben Amor participated in the preparation of a document for the

Cairo Symposium on Industrial.Development and attended the Symposium.

During the quarters he concluded Chapter VIII (Plan Targets and Plan

Fulfilments) of Part 3. of .the ITorth Africa. Survey and prepared .supplements

to Chapters IV and V of Part 3 of that Survey.

Other -Activities

On 11 Januarys Mr. Longchalj plastics consultant., made contact with

Mr. Bulic and Mr. Lambert 9 whom he joined in the industrial mission-, to

the four Maghreb countriess which has just studied the mechanicalj

electricalj chemical and "building materials industries.

From 12 to 15 January9 ■ Mr. Sabolo3 a SEMA ezpert3 made a stay at

Tangier in connexion"with the study prepared "bj that company on the1''

demand for industrial products in the Maghreb. ' '

From 13 to 17 Januarys Mr. Zerjavic3- from EGA headquarters9 visited

Tangier as part of his duties in connexion with the operational units set

up to co-ordinate the activities of headquarters and the Sub-regional'

Offices. .....-■. ■ ■ ■ ■ -- ■. .- . ■ ■'

On 28 January? Mr. Sheira and Mr. Shehatas agricultural economists

from the SCA Secretariat9 proceeded to Tangier to undertake the

on agricultural supplies...and industrial, crops in the Maghreb--

On 4 February Mr. Gosse? ah": ILO ■■expert-9 'arrived at'Tangier to

represent the-Organization- in th©'Sub-regi-onal Office. '



Visitors

During the quarter^ the Tangier Office received visits from the

following personss

January ,

Mr. dfArbouzier5 United Nations Under-Secretary, Director-General

of the United Nations Institute for Training and Research

February

Dr. Hoo3 United Nations Commissioner for Technical Assistance

Mr. Benkirane3 Assistant to the Director of the Department of Relations

with International Organizations, Moroccan Ministry of
Foreign Affairs

Mr. Sl-Falaky (UAE Representatives to the CAFBAD Conference on. the
yco-ordination of the central services for economic

Mr. Chucry ^administration

Mr. Eraser-, Chief of ECA Public Administration Section

March

Mr. Abdallah? Director of CAFEAD

Mr. Saracsj Commercial Counsellor, Hungarian Embassy to Morocco

Mr. Huzslai, Commercial.Secretary Hungarian Embassy to Morocco

Documents produced by the Sub-regional Office

During the first quarter, the following documents were produced by

the Tangier Offices

Draft Statutes of the Centre for Industrial Studies.at Tripoli,
J. Lambert (17 pages? French).

Industrial Development in the North African Sub-region and the

Role of the EGA Sub-regional Office at Tangier5 document prepared
for the Cairo Qjmpsoium on Industrial Development fcj the Director
of the Office and Mr. Ben Amor (24 pages? French).

Nomenclature of Economic Activities for the Maghreb, with intro
duction, N* Chalak and J. Causse (I69 pages5 French).

Demographic Projections for North Africa^ J. Gholl (40. pages, French).

Preliminary Memorandum relating to the Sub-regional Meeting-, J. Gholl
(10 pages, French).
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West Africa

Trips, and Missions-

The Director's mission to the sub-region3 from 3- January to .jk

18 February, to prepare the African Symposium on Industrial Developments ^

opening at Cairo on 27 Januarys "to participate in the proceedings of ^

.the, Cairo Symposium and to visit the Commission's headquarters at

Addis-Ababa.

Mission of Mr. Galeazai, Regional Social Welfare Adviser,'to

Nouakchott, Dakar, Bamako and Ouagadougou from 3 to 24 January,

Missions to the sub-region "by EGA officials or .experts

Mission of Mr. Sylla, Mr. Kasse and Mr. Habte to all the capitals

of the sub-region, in January, to prepare the African Symposium On

Industrial Development at Cairo.

Mission to Nigeria and Niger, during the second-half of, March,

by Mr. Horvath, Consultant to the Division of Industry (clay and .pottery).

Mission in the first three months of 1966 "by French experts entrusted

with a study on the co-ordination of transport in the eight States in

the western part of the sub-region.

Mission "by Mr. L- Barnes, Social Affairs Consultant, during the

first quarter of 1966. . ■ . "..._■■_■ .. . . •; V.."

Mission carried out in February and liaroh by USAID industrial experts

on behalf of SCA,

Staff. Movement . . . .

Arrival on 24 March of Kr. V.A. Jibidar, an economist recently

assigned to Niamey. ' ' f

'■ . «

Visits to the Sub-Regional Office by United lotions and Specialized J

Agency officials

Mr. M. Hoo? DK Commissioner for Technical-Assistance, and Mr. Gleboff,

Deputy Chief, Section for Africas Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations,

from 28 February to 2 March.
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Mr. Doo Kingue, Chief, Africa Division Bureau of Relations with

Member .States, UNESCO, Paris? from 3 to 7 March.

Mr. Monsour, Chief of the UNESCO Mission to the Ivory Coast,. Niger

and.the Upper Volta.

On 11 March, Mr. Schultz? a United Nations expert assigned by

I2HDP to the Lake Chad Basin Commission.

From 24'to'28-March,. Mr, H. Zuberi, Science Officer, UNESCO,

Regional Centre for Science and Technology for Africa^ Nairobi.

.Meetings organized in the sub-region by the United Nations or by ■ .

Specialized Agencies

A Seminar on Agricultural Statistics was organized by FAG at

Niamey in February^' for officials in "Niger.

Activities of the sub-regional 'office ■ ;

The Director

Approaches to Governments concerned with a French expert mission

entrusted with a stud> on the co-ordination of transport.

Negotiations with Mali and Nigeria regarding the studj of the

navigability of the River Niger between Jeliva and Gao.

Assistance to the Government of Niger in preparing the first Eiver'

Niger meeting to be held in April 1966.

Documents produced - Statistical and social

Preparation and distribution of a methodoligical memorandum on the

study of prices at Ilon-rovia (condensed from the results of the study

relating to the Monrovia consumer price index).

Preparation of a further sub-regional bibliography based on the

EGA inquiry into country statistical publications in West Africa.

Studj and finaliaation of immediate definite action that might be

taken by the United Nations to develop statistics in Senegal and the

Upper Volta-
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Preparation', with the Niger Statistical Office, of plans, to organize

and develop current statistics and to.organize the Kxge-r Central Statis

tical Office. . , ■ .

Studies and reports on missions carried out, the conclusions "being

communicated to resident representatives.

Launching of an operation to compile and exchange information on

the .various .programmes. aiid projects connected with the manufacture of

weaning foods in ¥est Africa0 . : .

Co-operation afforded Mr. Chapoux, ITiIICSF expert on problems and

programmes.relating to children and youth in Niger (in the context of

a mission entrusted to him bj the Government of that country).

Assistance to Mrs. Stevens and Mrs, .Hookam? FAO advisers on home

economics? discussion of the various programmes in West Africa.
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AFRICAN INSTITOIE FOR ECONOMIC -DEVELOPMENT AND PLACING

Invitations to give a series of lectures to the 24 students

jjjjfe .-■ .enrolled in the regular nine-months course were extended to Mr. J.H. Mensah,

W^ Head of BCA's Division of Economic Co-operation, and Mr. L. Gelineaus

*' Regional Transport Adviser. It is expected that these visits will take

place in May and June.

Fifteen students were enrolled in the specialized "Cairo Course"

(Planning of Foreign Trade) from 7 March through 2 April., BCA was

represented on the teaching staff by Mr. K.K« Apeadu, Head of the

ftesearch Division, who gave, a series of lectures on Economic Co-operation,

1-fith assurances of continuing support from the United States

Government of up to 50-per cent of the costs, plans are well underway for

the 1966 Summer Course and Seminar which will be held in Dakar in August/

September. . ■:■

The Director, Mr. Mamadou Toure, visited United Nations Headquarters

and agencies in the United States and in Europe in March and April and

obtained firm offers of interest and support from international orga

nizations, foundations and bilateral agencies.
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Dates

. AS1IDX' ■

LIST OF MEETINGS HELD IH. THE FIRST QUARTER

Titles of Meetings ' Symbols of Reports

■24 January - 18 February Financing of Development Hot yet available

1 Plans and Projects ' ■

27 January - 10 February African Symposium on

■ ■ .. ; .■■_..., Industrial Development

15 - 22 February -■

22 February - 4" March.

■7 March - 2 April

7-12 March

22 March - 2 April ■ ■

E/Cff.14/347
B/CU.I4/AS/VI/7

E/CN.14/AMA/13

E/ClsT. 14/CAS. S/CPH/8

Conference of Governors■

of Central African Banks

liorking Group on Census

of Population and Housing

IDSP Training Course of

Planning the External

Sector

ECA/OAU Joint Meeting on Hot yet available
Telecommunications in

Africa ■

Joint Meeting- of ECA

Wording Party on Intra-

Afri'can Trade and OAU'

ad hoc Committee of

Fourteen on Trade and

Development

E/CK.14/349


